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Massive world tours. Over a hundred million albums
sold. Groupies galore.Every day is a party for Viper
and the guys of TBD, the biggest rock band in the
world. But it all comes to a screeching halt when the
lead singer walks out of the studio one day and
never comes back. Ear-blistering vocals. Butchered
lyrics. Fame chasers.After months of lackluster
auditions, Viper, the lead guitarist and resident bad
boy of the group, is ready to find solace in the
bottom of a bottle. Time's running out and the
pressure's on to find a new singer, but it isn't until an
angel walks through the door that the band's prayers
are answered. Charismatic. Talented. Magic behind
the mic. Halo is everything they've been looking
for.With a voice to match his stunning good looks, it
isn't long before Viper's taking notice. But there are
several reasons this is a bad idea:1.Interpersonal
relationships in the band are discouraged2.Viper has
already broken rule #1-big mistake3.Halo is straight
Too bad Viper's body isn't listening to his head-at
least not the one on his shoulders. But you can't fake
chemistry, not onstage and certainly not off it, and
Viper and Halo? They have it in spades. As both
men try to resist the fire blazing between them, and
the band is forced to reinvent themselves, it'll be a
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complicated rise back to the top. But from the ashes
of what was, something beautiful is born. Something
better. And when the world finally sees Halo stretch
his wings, they'll discover what it's like to fall for an
angel.
After reading her mother's secret collection of
romance novels during her parent's difficult
separation, seventeen-year-old Evangeline Logan
begins a quest for the perfect kiss.
Follow Georgia's hilarious antics as she desperately
muddles her way through teenage life and all that it
entails - make-up disasters, rapidly expanding nunga
nungas, school, friends, highly embarrassing family
and of course, boys.
Time to gird the loins and pucker up. Blimey
O'Reilly's trousers! When Georgia embraced being
the girlfriend of a Rock Legend/Luurve God, she
thought that was the end of her lovenosity woes. As
usual, Georgia is the last to know what she is talking
about. Now there's the small matter of a snogging
accident involving her matey-type mate Dave the
Laugh and some toasted newts in her
undercrackers. Can Georgia lock up her red bottom
and throw away the key?
From the Booker Prize winning author of
Amsterdam, a brilliant new novel. On the hottest day
of the summer of 1935, thirteen-year-old Briony
Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and
plunge into the fountain in the garden of their country
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house. Watching her is Robbie Turner, son of the
Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been
subsidized by Cecilia’s and Briony’s father, and
who, like Cecilia, has recently come down from
Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be changed
– irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have crossed a
boundary they had not imagined at its start. And
Briony will have witnessed mysteries, seen an
unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which
she will spend the rest of her life trying to atone…
Brilliant and utterly enthralling in its depiction of love
and war and class and childhood and England, An
Atonement is a profound – and profoundly moving –
exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement
and of the possibility of absolution.
Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do
something or in this case...someone. Sex. Logan
Mitchell loves it, and ever since he realized his raw
sexual appeal at a young age, he has had no
problem using it to his advantage. Men and women
alike fall into his bed—after all, Logan is not one to
discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something
interests you, why not just take a chance and try?
And he wants to try Tate Morrison. Just coming out
of a four-year marriage with an ex-wife from hell, a
relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s
starting fresh and trying to get back on his feet with a
new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago. The
only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and
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unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan Mitchell—a regular
at the bar and a man who always gets what he
wants. Night after night Tate fends off the persistent
advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but
after an explosive moment in the bar, all bets are off
as he finds his body stirring with a different desire
than his mind. As arrogance, stubbornness and
sexual tension sizzle between the two, it threatens to
change the very course of their lives. Logan doesn’t
do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men. But what
would happen if they both just gave in and...tried?
Tease - verb: to tantalize especially by arousing
desire or curiosity often without intending to satisfy
it....unless your name is Tate Morrison. It’s been
four years since Logan Mitchell walked into Tate’s
life and irrevocably changed it. Four years since the
sexy as sin lawyer dared him to try, and four years
since Tate won his love. Now, as they approach the
next chapter of their lives Logan is determined they
won’t end up like many of their friends. Settled.
Domestic. Boring. However, that’s easier said than
done. With busy careers and working odd hours,
finding time for one another is becoming increasingly
difficult. But that sh*t isn’t going to fly with Logan or
Tate. The two of them are determined to
compromise to get what it is they want, and what
they want is each other. Tease is the sexy,
tantalizing continuation of the two men who stole
your heart...and popped your cherry.
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Brilliantly funny, teenage angst author Louise
Rennison's first book about the confessions of crazy
but lovable Georgia Nicolson. Now repackaged in a
gorgeous new paperback and looking even fabber
than ever. Louise is an international bestselling
author and her books can't fail to make you laugh out
loud.
It's time to come home, Finn. It’s been seven years since
Daniel Finley left his hometown in Florida for the hustle and
bustle of Chicago’s city life. Since then, he’s worked hard for
his position at the prestigious law firm Leighton & Associates,
even when it’s caused distance and isolation from his family
and friends. But that’s all about to change. On his thirtieth
birthday, he receives the one thing he never dared hope for.
Something that was promised to him years earlier—a note.
One simple sentence from the man he’s never been able to
forget. Six words will forever change the course of their lives.
Brantley Hayes has it all. Or so he thinks. When he first made
the decision to take a job down in Florida, his family thought
he was crazy. But after years of living in the quiet beach
town, he finally feels a sense of community. He’s surrounded
himself with friends who are like family, has a job he loves,
and owns a spectacular beachfront property that is his
sanctuary. Yet he still feels unfulfilled, as if a piece of the
puzzle is missing, and he knows exactly which piece it is. On
an impulse, he follows through with a promise he made years
earlier. A promise to call home the one he sent away. Nothing
is as simple as it seems. After years of separation, the former
lovers are reunited, but Brantley wasn’t expecting to
encounter the high walls now guarding Daniel’s heart. Daniel
may not be the same person he was when he left, but he
knows that the first step to healing is the note in his hand.
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As I was going out of my bedroom door I remembered my
nungas. Perhaps I should take some precautions to keep
them under strict control. Maybe bits of Sellotape on the ends
of them to keep them from doing anything alarming? I'd like to
trust them, but they are very unreliable. The irrepressible
heroine of the Michael L. Printz Honor Book Angus, Thongs
and Full-Frontal Snogging is back, and funnier than ever!
Georgia has finally landed Robbie the Sex God, but he's
never around, and Georgia's ex, Dave the Laugh, is starting
to look quite dreamy. Strangely, so does just about every
other guy Georgia meets, even the new French teacher. In
this third installment of Georgia's hilarious confessions,
Georgia's "red bottomosity" is out of control! Whatever will
happen next?
In the sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller
Confessions of a Murder Suspect, James Patterson keeps
the confessions coming breathlessly as Tandy Angel delves
deeper into her own dark history. Wealthy young women are
being murdered on Manhattan's exclusive Upper West Side,
and the police aren't looking for answers in the right places.
Enter Tandy Angel. The first case she cracked was the
mystery of her parents' deaths. Now, while she's working to
exonerate her brother of his glamorous girlfriend's homicide,
she's driven to get involved in the West Side murder spree.
One of the recent victims was a student at Tandy's own elite
school. She has a hunch it may be the work of a serial killer,
but the NYPD isn't listening to her . . . and Tandy can't ignore
the disturbing fact that she perfectly fits the profile of the
killer's targets. Can she untangle the mysteries in time? Or
will she be the next victim?!--EndFragment-From the author of HOW TO SAY GOODBYE IN ROBOT, the
story of a fractured family and three sisters' secrets The
Sullivan sisters have a big problem. On Christmas Day their
rich and imperious grandmother gathers the family and
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announces that she will soon die . . .and has cut the entire
family out of her will. Since she is the source of almost all
their income, this means they will soon be penniless.
Someone in the family has offended her deeply. If that person
comes forward with a confession of her (or his) crime,
submitted in writing to her lawyer by New Year's Day, she will
reinstate the family in her will. Or at least consider it. And so
the confessions begin....
Let the overseas snogfest begin! Georgia and Jas are off to
Hamburger-a-gogo land! Georgia plans to track down
Masimo, the Italian-American dreamboat, but after a long
week in America, she only succeeds in learning importantish
things -- like how to ride a bucking bronco. Will Georgia reel
in the Italian dreamboat? Or is she destined to live forever all
aloney on her owney?
The crossover event to end all crossovers!One night. Seven
couples. A Christmas they'll never forget.Jingle Bell Rock
features seven couples from across the Ella and Brooke
universe, all coming together in one story to bring you joy,
happiness, and a little Christmas cheer.Featuring: Logan &
Tate (Temptation Series)Ace & Dylan (Preslocke Series)Viper
& Halo (Fallen Angel Series)Robbie, Julien, & Priest
(Confessions Series)Panther & Solo (Elite Series)Shaw &
Trent (South Haven Series)Paige & Dawson w/Ryleigh (LA
Liaisons Series)
Georgia Nicolson has started dating the Sex God (aka
Robbie). So life should be perfect . . . except in Georgia's life,
nothing is ever perfect. Her cat, Angus (the size of a small
Labrador), is terrorizing the neighborhood. Her sister, Libby
(who is slightly mad), hides her pooey knickers at the bottom
of Georgia's bed. Then the Sex God breaks it off because
she's too young. It's time for a plan. It's time for a Red
Herring. It's time for Georgia to become a "heartless boy
magnet!"
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It is the year 1899 and a new century is fast approaching.
Robbie Hewitt intends to get in as much living as possible
between now and the new year, but his antics eventually
entangle him in a dangerous scheme--one that holds the life
of a man in balance.
Sound the Cosmic Horn! Georgia Nicolson's bestselling 8th
book of confessions is now available in paperback!
The Sex God has left the country, taking Georgia's heart with
him. So she decides to display glaciosity to all boys -- a girl
can only have her heart broken so many times. Until she
meets Masimo, the new singer for the Stiff Dylans. The Sex
God is gone, but here comes the Dreamboat, and Georgia's
away laughing on a fast camel (whatever that means).
Breaking Bad meets Blade Runner. Arthur McBride's
planetary regime has fallen. His story is over. That is until
reporter Croger Babb discovers the journal of Arthur's cousin,
Maia. Inside is the violent, audacious hidden history of the
legendary freedom fighter. Erased from the official record,
Maia alone knows how dangerous her cousin really is...
Creative team GABRIEL HARDMAN (KINSKI, "Intense" - A.V.
Club) and CORINNA BECHKO (HEATHENTOWN,
"Nuanced" _ Broken Frontier) brought you scifi adventure
before (Planet of the Apes, Star Wars: Legacy, Hulk) but
never this gritty or this epic.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER BONUS: This edition
contains excerpts from John Grisham's The Litigators and
Calico Joe. An innocent man is about to be executed. Only a
guilty man can save him. In 1998, in the small East Texas city
of Sloan, Travis Boyette abducted, raped, and strangled a
popular high school cheerleader. He buried her body so that it
would never be found, then watched in amazement as police
and prosecutors arrested and convicted Donté Drumm, a
local football star, and marched him off to death row. Now
nine years have passed. Travis has just been paroled in
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Kansas for a different crime; Donté is four days away from his
execution. Travis suffers from an inoperable brain tumor. For
the first time in his miserable life, he decides to do what’s
right and confess. But how can a guilty man convince
lawyers, judges, and politicians that they’re about to execute
an innocent man?
People are complex. Love a double-edged sword. And when
it comes to a broken heart, there are no rules, only time... For
the past eight years, Julien Thornton has been living with a
secret. One that only a handful of people know about. To the
outside world, he has it all. A thriving career. A loving
husband. And a face that the American public fell for by the
millions, on a reality show that inadvertently saved his life. But
behind the shine of celebrity, behind the easygoing nature, a
crippling truth fills Julien with pain and self-loathing. It's a truth
that he fights to overcome daily with the help of his husband,
Joel Priestley, and now their boyfriend, Robbie Bianchi. But
unlike Priest, Robbie doesn't know what he's helping Julien to
fight. He doesn't know what Julien did all those years ago.
And with the anniversary of his sister's death fast
approaching, the time for explanations is running out. And
thus the question: will the princess be able to forgive the prick
as the priest once did? Only time will tell.
"Chloe Winter chonicles a year in her high school life, sharing
the highs and lows of family, friendship, school, and love"-For Georgia, the more things change, the more they stay the
same. Just when she thought she was the official one-andonly girlfriend of Masimo, he's walked off into the night with
the full hump, leaving Georgia all aloney on her owney-again.
All because Dave the Laugh tried to do fisticuffs at dawn with
him! Two boys fighting over Georgia? It's almost as romantic
as Romeo and Juliet . . . though perhaps a touch less tragic.
It's time for Georgia to get to the bottom (oo-er) of this Dave
the Laugh spontaneous puckering business once and for all.
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It's like they always say: If you snog a mate in the forest of
red bottomosity and no one is around to see it, is he still a
mate? Or is he something more?
True - adjective: That which is accurate or exact.I dare you to
try.I think you're my truth.Terrify me.Marry me. Marry me.
Marry me...Four years ago, Logan Mitchell walked into Tate's
life and challenged him to see it differently.He dared Tate to
try a kiss, when normally he wouldn't have.He begged him to
take a chance, when he probably shouldn't have.But most
importantly, he asked Tate to trust that he would love him,
and he did. From that moment on, Tate realized exactly what
his life had been missing-Logan.Happily-ever-afters come in
many different forms. But for Tate Morrison, there's only one
ending he wants. The one where the guy marries the guy and
true love conquers all.Now all he has to do is tell Logan.Join
Logan and Tate as they finally realize what the rest of us
knew all along. That they belong together for better or worsealways.

Angus: My mixed-breed cat, half domestic tabby,
half Scottish wildcat. The size of a small Labrador,
only mad. Thongs: Stupid underwear. What's the
point of them, anyway? They just go up your bum, as
far as I can tell. Full-Frontal Snogging: Kissing with
all the trimmings, lip to lip, open mouth, tongues ...
everything. Her dad's got the mentality of a
Teletubby (only not so developed). Her cat, Angus,
is trying to eat the poodle next door. And her best
friend thinks she looks like an alien -- just because
she accidentally shaved off her eyebrows.
Ergghhhlack. Still, add a little boy-stalking, teacherbaiting, and full-frontal snogging with a Sex God, and
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Georgia's year just might turn out to be the most
fabbitty fab fab ever!
USA TODAY bestselling authors Ella Frank and
Brooke Blaine conclude the story of sexy Fallen
Angel rockers Viper and Halo in ANGEL.As Fallen
Angel embarks on their worldwide Corruption tour,
frontman Halo is forced to deal with his newfound
fame, as well as his intense feelings for his
bandmate, Viper. Because now Halo has everything
he ever dreamed of and one surprise he never
expected: a boyfriend. And Viper has the one thing
he never thought he wanted but found himself
chasing down: a relationship.From the very
beginning, they were drawn to each other, but can
these polar opposites find lasting love, or will their
flame burn out?ANGEL is the third book of the Fallen
Angel Series and should be read following HALO
and VIPER. Halo and Viper's story concludes in
ANGEL.
Tick, tick, tock. Time. That’s all I have now. A small
room, a photograph, and time. They want me to trust
them and confess my sins. They told me they
wouldn't judge me—they lied. I thought we could
convince the world that this wasn't a crime. We were
wrong. Time doesn't stand still. The clock keeps
ticking, the world is unconvinced, and now... Now he
is gone.
Fans of M/M romances will love this story about a
playboy who doesn't do relationships and a bachelor
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who doesn't do guys.
On the rack of romance. And also in the oven of
luuurve. Woe is Georgia: Dave the Laugh has
declared his love for her (at least she thinks he was
talking about her), and she has finally given Masimo
an ultimatum to be her one and only and he has to
think about it. And will she ever be able to stop
thinking about the Sex God plucking his guitar
strings of loveosity?
My name isn't Logan Mitchell, but Marcus St. James
doesn't know that...When I showed up at my
roommate's work party, the last thing I expected was
to find a man straight out of my dreams. But when
the crowd parted and the fates aligned, there he
was, waiting for me. Marcus St. James, president of
ENN WorldWide News. Sexy and powerful, with a
stare that could freeze you in place, Marcus was the
perfect reward for securing a job at Mitchell &
Madison, the best law firm in Chicago. To play with
the big fish, however, one must become a big fish,
and that's where my little white lie began.It was one
night. I was never going to see him again, and from
the second we spoke, I knew he was interested. It
was there in his eyes, the same fire in my veins. It
was there in his voice, whenever he said my name.
The only problem? It wasn't my name, and now I
wanted more-much more. But how can anything
good come out of something that started with such
bad intentions?Bad Intentions is the first book in the
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Intentions Duet.
I am complex. My love is all-encompassing. And
when it comes to my heart, there is only one rule:
Don't mess with what's mine. Until the age of seven,
I was Joel Alexander Donovan, son of Jimmy. The
man who terrorized a town and made its citizens fear
the very ground he walked on. Including me, the day
I realized that ground ran red with blood. At age
eighteen, I became Priest. A man without a past. A
man determined to right the wrongs of my father. A
man who never believed anyone could love the son
of such a monster. But then a thief stole my heart. A
sweetheart lit up my world. And I forgot for a moment
you should never turn your back on your enemy. And
thus begins a lesson to those who would seek to
harm: Never underestimate what the Priest will do to
protect the Princess and the Prick.
From the people who brought you the bestselling
Confessions of a GP.
TAKE – verb: to reach for and hold in one’s hands or get
into one’s possession, power or control. Logan Mitchell
is a man who’s always been more than happy to take
what he wants. It’s a philosophy that’s proven lucrative
in both his business and personal life, and never was it
more apparent than the night he laid eyes on Tate
Morrison. After pulling out all the stops and convincing
the sexy bartender to give him a try—he’s hooked. Now,
Logan finds himself in a predicament that demands more
from him than a smart-ass answer and his innate ability
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to walk away when things get too deep. He has a choice
to make, and it’ll force him to do something he’s never
done before—take a chance. Tate Morrison knows all
about taking a chance. He took the biggest one of his life
the night he showed up at Logan’s apartment to explore
his unexpected reaction to the man. Ever since then,
he’s thought about little else. At first he was convinced
his attraction was based solely on his body’s curiosity.
But the more time he spends with the silver-tongued
lawyer, the more Tate realizes that their physical
chemistry is only the beginning. He’s starting to catch a
glimpse of what life with Logan would be like, and it’s
one full of excitement and satisfaction—a far cry from
what he had in the past with his soon to be ex-wife. Each
man will face their fears as they begin to understand the
true meaning of give and take. Their feelings for one
another will be tested, as will their very beliefs. But now
that they’ve found love where they least expected it, will
they be brave enough to reach out and take it?
Georgia thought she had put her "red-bottomosity" to
rest when she finally chose Robbie the Sex God over
Dave the Laugh. Anyway, Dave the Laugh is now dating
her friend Ellen (which didn't stop Georgia from snogging
him at a party...) But when Dave breaks up with Ellen
and the Sex God is never around, Georgia doesn't know
what to do! As always, in Georgia's life, nothing ever
turns out as planned!
Obsession, defined as the domination of one's thoughts
or feelings by a persistent idea, image or desire...
Chantel Rosenberg's passion for music and life had
never shone brighter than the time she spent in
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Bordeaux France. It's a time when feelings arose and
desires ran deep, a time that fundamentally changed her
life. A man living in seclusion, Phillipe Tibideau is
haunted and plagued by memories he cannot disregard.
Choosing to live a quiet life in his Chateau surrounded by
the vineyards of France, he's left his passion for art
behind. However, the time has arrived to tell his side of a
tale. A tale that has depicted him as a "beautiful
monster" and he's finally allowing someone close. Close
enough to ask questions. Questions he's not sure he
wants to answer. Questions about her. For up-andcoming journalist Gemma Harris, the pursuit of truth is
what drives her, and when a job of a lifetime presents
itself there is nothing in the world that will stop her from
taking it. Even if it does mean leaving her home for
several months to stay at Chateau Tibideau, with him.
This is a story of what happens when three passionate
lovers collide and the desire for truth, art, and music
merge. Chateau Tibideau is a place full of unanswered
questions, dark sinful desire, and a beauty so hauntingly
sad it will have you wondering how you will ever leave
the same...
USA TODAY bestselling authors Brooke Blaine and Ella
Frank continue the story of sexy Fallen Angel rockers
Viper and Halo in VIPER.Scorching chemistry. Red-hot
lyrics. An irresistible bad boy. Halo, the new lead singer
for Fallen Angel, never stood a chance against Viper, the
legendary lead guitarist for the band.From the moment
Halo set foot in Viper's lair, the match was lit, threatening
to consume the two men with the heat of their desire. But
when their casual flings begins to morph into more, will it
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leave the entire band in flames?After all, it may have
been Halo who fell from grace, but it's only a matter of
time before Viper falls for an angel. VIPER is the second
book of the Fallen Angel Series and should be read
following HALO. Halo and Viper's story concludes in
book three, ANGEL.
USA TODAY bestselling author Ella Frank continues the
story of Alexander Thorne and Sean Bailey in Breaking
News.XanderSean Bailey, the older brother of my
lifelong best friend, has always been a surly,
temperamental pain in my ass. But sometime during the
last few weeks, I've gone and fallen head over heels for
him. Gruff and charming, charismatic in his own way, I've
found myself looking past my preconceptions and
discovered a whole new side to Detective Dick-a side I
could fall in love with.But life isn't always easy-it can
change course in the blink of an eye. Sometimes for the
good and sometimes for the bad. I know this because
last night I experienced both sides.I went to Sean for
help in guarding my body; what I didn't expect was for
him to steal my heart.Breaking News is not a standalone
and should only be read after book one, Inside Affair.
Headlines, the third and final book in the Prime Time
Series, will be available 9.28.20.
From the man with a device lodged far inside his body
whose batteries refuse to run out to a woman with a
plunger super-glued to her vagina, In Rude Health
recounts real life tales from the coal face of the NHS.
From doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, psychiatrists and
dentists come a range of eye-popping, side-splitting acts
of misadventure that have had the medical profession
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weeping into their face masks as they attended to
members of the great British public in their hour of need.
From the publishers of UK Booksellers Association Top 5
Christmas book, 101 Uses of a Dead Kindle, In Rude
Health is a riotous account of the weird, the warped and
the whacky ways we end up in the hands of the medical
profession.
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